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Abstract
In allusion to design simpler software system, the paper proposes approximate completed trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic
Hybrid Automata. Firstly, it pulls real-time linear algebraic program into Hybrid Automaton and establishes real-time linear algebraic
Hybrid Automaton. Next, it uses matrix Frobenius norm to analyse approximation of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata.
Afterwards, it gets approximate completed trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata. Finally, the Email virus
spreading automata example shows that approximate completed trace equivalence of real-time algebraic Hybrid Automata can simplify
automaton.
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xi(i  1, , n) be the real variables, t  R be the time
variable. A real-time linear algebraic program is an
algebraic program likes X   X  ( AX  b)t , where

1 Introduction
Hybrid system [1-4] has continuous variables processes
and discrete event processes. They exchange information
with each other. Most existing control system can be seen
as Hybrid Systems. For example, in the level, control
system water level is a continuous quantity and valve
switch is discrete quantity. In the room temperature control
system, room temperature is a continuous quantity and air
conditioning switch is discrete quantity. Completed trace
equivalence [5] can effectively reduce states of automaton.
Approximate completed trace equivalence theory analysis
the approximation of automata and gets completed trace
equivalence automaton of approximate automaton. For
real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata, there is no
corresponding approximate completed trace equivalence
theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, it
establishes real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton
which uses real-time linear algebraic programs to describe
actions. In section 3, it uses Frobenius norm to analyse
approximation of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata. In section 4, it gets approximate completed
trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata. In section 5, the Email virus spreading
automata example shows that approximate completed
trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata can optimize real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automaton.

X   ( x1,

, xn )T is the post-state value of real-time linear

algebraic program transition, X  ( x1 , , xn )T is the prestate value of real-time linear algebraic program transition.
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is n dimensional column vector.
In the real-time linear algebraic program
X   X  ( AX  b)t , when X  ( x1 , , xn )T is given,

AX  b is a n dimensional column vector.
X   ( x1, , xn )T changed monotonically along with the
time t.
Definition 2 (Real-Time Linear Algebraic Hybrid
Automaton): a real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automaton is a tuple H=<Q, V， HX, Init, Lab, E, Inv, F,
R >, where:
1) Q is a set of system discrete locations.
2) V is a set of system continuous variables.
3) HX is a set of system continuous variables values.
4) Init  Q  HX is a set of system initial states.

Init   q0 , X 0  . It has only one initial state in the realtime linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton.

2 Real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton
Definition 1 (Real-Time Linear Algebraic Program): let R
be the set of real numbers, xi (i  1, , n) and
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5) Lab is a set of discrete transition programs. Discrete
transition programs are real number assignment programs
X C.
6) E is a set of discrete transitions.
7) Inv is a set of continuous variables invariants.
8) F is a set of real-time linear algebraic programs
X   X  ( AX  b)t which describe system continuous
variables dynamic processes.
9) R is a set of discrete location transition conditions.
In the each discrete location of real-time linear algebraic
Hybrid Automata, every element of X changed
monotonically along with the time t. Because each discrete
transition program is a real number assignment program,
continuous variables value after discrete transition is
independent with continuous variables value before
discrete transition.
Example 1 (Cattle and sheep breeding law automaton):
let x1 , x2 respectively be cattle number and sheep number,

3 Approximation of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata
In the real life, matrix A and vector b are the result of tool
measure. They often have some inevitable errors. Let A be
the approximate matrix, b be the approximate vector,
A   A be the actual matrix, b   b be the actual vector,
X   X  [( A   A) X  (b   b)]t be the actual real-time
linear algebraic program, X   X  ( AX  b)t be the
approximate real-time linear algebraic program. We use
Frobenius norm to study approximation of real-time linear
algebraic Hybrid Automata.
Matrix A  R mn , the Frobenius norm of matrix A is
1

A

For the actual real-time linear algebraic program
X   X  [( A   A) X  (b   b)]t and approximate realtime linear algebraic program X   X  ( AX  b)t , they
can
be
respectively
written
as
X
X   X   A   A b   b t
and
1

vector X  ( x1 , x2 ) be total number.
T

rs1:
(q0,X),f1,Inv1
ex1:e1,r1,lab1

rs2:
(q2,X),f2,Inv2

ex3:e3,r3,lab3

ex2:e2,r2,lab2

F
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X
X   X   A b    t . Approximation of actual real1
time linear algebraic program and approximate real-time
linear algebraic program can be converted to
approximation of matrix  A   A b   b  and matrix

rs3:
(q3,X),f3,Inv3

A

FIGURE 1 Cattle and sheep breeding law automaton

b .

B   B   A   A b   b

Let

In Figure 1, the system initial state is  q0 , X 0  ,
where X 0  (50,50)T . In the discrete locations q0 , q2 , q3 ,
time t [0,3] . In the discrete location q0 the fodder is short,
cattle and sheep breeding capacity is weak, real-time linear
 x1  x1  (0.2 x1  0.1x2 )t
algebraic program f1 is 
. In the
 x2  x2  (0.2 x2  2)t
discrete location q2 the fodder is moderate, cattle and sheep
breeding capacity is moderate, real-time linear algebraic
 x1  x1  (0.5 x1  0.2 x2  1)t
program f2 is 
. In the discrete
 x2  x2  (0.6 x2  3)t
location q3 the fodder is abundant, cattle and sheep
breeding capacity is strong, real-time linear algebraic
 x1  x1  ( x1  0.3 x2  2)t
program f3 is 
. Discrete
 x2  x2  ( x2  4)t

B   A b

,

,

 B   A  b  . We use matrix Frobenius norm to
analysis approximation of matrix B   B and matrix B.
1
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For a given positive number  , if it has W   , then
matrix  A   A b   b  and matrix  A b  are
approximate about  . For a given positive number  , if
it has W   , then matrix  A   A b   b  and matrix

A

 x1  50
transition programs labi (i  1, 2,3) are 
.
 x2  50

b  are not approximate about  .

Definition 3: for a given positive number  , if matrix
 A   A b   b  and matrix  A b  are approximate
about  , then actual real-time linear algebraic program
X   X  [( A   A) X  (b   b)]t and approximate realtime linear algebraic program X   X  ( AX  b)t are
approximate. For a given positive number  , if matrix
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 A A

b   b

and

matrix

A

b

are

reduce states of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automaton.

not

approximate about  , then actual real-time linear
algebraic program X   X  [( A   A) X  (b   b)]t and
approximate real-time linear algebraic program
X   X  ( AX  b)t are not approximate.
Definition 4: if all corresponding real-time linear
algebraic programs in two corresponding traces of two
real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata are
approximate, then two traces are approximate.
Definition 5: if all corresponding traces of two realtime linear algebraic Hybrid Automata are approximate,
then two real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata are
approximate.
When real-time linear algebraic programs of real-time
linear algebraic Hybrid Automata are approximate,
continuous variables values are also accordingly changed.
The continuous variables invariants and discrete transition
condition in each discrete location also can occurrence
change. Approximation of real-time linear algebraic
Hybrid Automata can optimize real-time linear algebraic
programs and simplify real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automaton. It also can increase mathematical computation
speed. It gets the approximate automaton of actual realtime linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton by approximation
of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata.

5 Experiments
In the Email of computer Internet, some Emails often have
viruses. They infect other computers and increases virus
number. Let Email group have four computer, where three
computers send Email with each other, one computer sends
Email to other three computer and it can not receive Email.
We can only consider the influence of communication
frequency high, medium, low three cases and open Email
number. Three computers Email virus number respectively
be x1 , x2 , x3 . It uses X  ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) T to express three
computers Email virus total number. The other one
computer Email virus number is always invariable. It sets
15 days as a cycle, previous 5 days communication
frequency is low, middle 5 days communication frequency
is medium, latter 5 days communication frequency is high.
In the end of each 5 days disinfect three computers and the
leaving virus number is the initial virus number. In the
Email virus spreading automaton open Email number
respectively are four times and five times.
rs0
ex'1

4 Approximate completed trace equivalence of realtime linear algebraic Hybrid Automata

ex'4

It is known that an actual real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automaton H1. We can get approximate real-time linear
algebraic Hybrid Automaton H2 of actual real-time linear
algebraic Hybrid Automaton H1 by approximation of realtime linear algebraic Hybrid Automata. And then, we get
completed trace equivalence Automaton H3 of
approximate real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton
H2 by completed trace equivalence theory. H1 and H3 are
approximate completed trace equivalence. It uses H3 to
replace H1.
H1

rs0
ex'2
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≈CT
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FIGURE 3 Actual Email virus spreading automaton

In Figure 3, left branch is open Email four times and
right branch is open Email five times. Initial Email virus
number of Email virus spreading automaton is
X 0  (2, 2, 2) T .
The actual real-time linear algebraic program, which
describe system variables dynamic process
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 0.97  





f'1 is X   X   0.97 1.96 0.98  X   0.97   t ,
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FIGURE 2 An approximate completed trace equivalence of real-time
linear algebraic Hybrid Automata example

 2.96 1.97 1.96 
1.98  





f'2 is X   X   1.99 2.98 1.98  X  1.98   t ,
1.98  
 1.94 1.99 2.97 



In Figure 2, we can use approximate method and
completed trace equivalence theory to get approximate
completed trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic
Hybrid Automata. Approximate completed trace
equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata
can optimize real-time linear algebraic programs and

f'3 and f'4 are
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 3.94 2.97 2.99 
 2.98  





X  X   2.98 3.96 2.96  X   2.98   t ,
 2.98  
 2.97 2.98 3.97 



It gets the approximate completed trace equivalence
automaton of actual Email virus spreading automaton by
approximate completed trace equivalence model of actual
Email virus spreading automaton state transition model
(Figure 4).
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1.01  
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f'6 is X   X   2.03 3.05 2.02  X   2.03   t ,
 2.03  
 2.04 2.01 3.04 
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f'7 and f'8 are
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X   X   3.02 4.01 3.03  X   3.03   t .
 3.03  
 3.03 3.03 4.02 



Discrete transition programs labi(i  1, 2,

rs3

ex5
,10) is

rs4

X   (2, 2, 2) T .
The approximate real-time linear algebraic program
which describe system variables dynamic process

FIGURE 4 Approximate completed trace equivalence automaton of
actual Email virus spreading automaton

In the error allowable range, approximate completed
trace equivalence automaton of actual Email virus
spreading automaton can replace actual Email virus
spreading automaton to study virus number change of
Email virus spreading model. Approximate completed
trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata can optimize real-time linear algebraic
programs of actual Email virus spreading automaton and
eliminate states of actual Email virus spreading automaton.
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6 Conclusion
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f3, f4, f7 and f8 are X   X   3 4 3  X   3   t .
 3 
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In this paper, approximate completed trace equivalence of
real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automata is proposed. It
can simplify real-time linear algebraic Hybrid Automaton.
In the future work, we will use approximate completed
trace equivalence of real-time linear algebraic Hybrid
Automata to develop software.

,10) is

X   (2, 2, 2) .
For the given allowable error   0.03 , we get
approximate matrix Frobenius norm max relative error
Wmax  0.02267   . Because corresponding traces of H1
and H2 are approximate, H1 and H2 are approximate. In the
error allowable range, it can use H2 to replace H1.
Approximation of Email virus spreading automata can
optimize real-time linear algebraic programs.
T
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